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Abstract

Fine-grained image classification, which targets at dis-
tinguishing subtle distinctions among various subordinate
categories, remains a very difficult task due to the high
annotation cost of enormous fine-grained categories. To
cope with the scarcity of well-labeled training images, exist-
ing works mainly follow two research directions: 1) utilize
freely available web images without human annotation; 2)
only annotate some fine-grained categories and transfer the
knowledge to other fine-grained categories, which falls into
the scope of zero-shot learning (ZSL). However, the above
two directions have their own drawbacks. For the first di-
rection, the labels of web images are very noisy and the
data distribution between web images and test images are
considerably different. For the second direction, the perfor-
mance gap between ZSL and traditional supervised learn-
ing is still very large. The drawbacks of the above two di-
rections motivate us to design a new framework which can
jointly leverage both web data and auxiliary labeled cate-
gories to predict the test categories that are not associated
with any well-labeled training images. Comprehensive ex-
periments on three benchmark datasets demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our proposed framework.

1. Introduction

In recent years, there is a surge of advance in the field of
image classification due to the rapid progress in deep learn-
ing techniques and available large-scale image datasets like
ImageNet [11]. However, fine-grained image classification,
which aims to classify myriads of subcategories belonging
to one category such as dog breeds or bird species, remains
to be a very challenging problem. In order to distinguish
the subtle differences among fine-grained categories, a large
number of well-labeled training images are required. How-
ever, human annotation for large-scale fine-grained cate-
gories is a rather expertise and difficult task because of the
following reasons: 1) fine-grained annotation is usually in

high demand of professional knowledge; 2) the number of
subcategories belonging to one category is generally very
huge (e.g., 14, 000 species of birds in the world [19]) and
thus it is almost impossible to exhaustively collect training
images for all the species. Therefore, lack of well-labeled
training images becomes a critical issue for fine-grained
classification. In this paper, we consider an extreme case
in which we do not have any well-labeled training images
for a given set of test categories. In this case, there are cur-
rently two main research directions, i.e., Webly Supervised
Learning (WSL) approaches and Zero-Shot Learning (ZSL)
approaches, which will be detailed separately as follows.

The Webly Supervised Learning (WSL) approaches
crawl freely available web images from public website (e.g.,
Flickr) by using category names as queries. However, when
applying the classifier learnt based on web images to the test
images, the performance will drop sharply due to the label
noise issue and domain distribution mismatch. In particular,
on one hand, the labels of web images are usually very in-
accurate. On the other hand, images may be compressed or
edited before being uploaded to public websites so that the
data distribution between the web images and the test im-
ages are quite different. Although several works [19, 48] on
utilizing web data for fine-grained classification have been
done to address the above issues, they involve various forms
of human intervention or strong supervision (e.g., part loca-
tion and bounding box). Instead, we focus on learning from
web data without utilizing strong supervision or human in-
tervention when crawling web images.

The Zero-Shot Learning (ZSL) [20] approaches assume
that there exist well-labeled training data for a set of fine-
grained categories (i.e., seen categories) while we need to
recognize the instances from another set of test categories
(i.e., unseen categories) which have no overlap with seen
categories, that being said, we have no training data for
test categories. The gap between seen categories and un-
seen categories are generally bridged by intermediate se-
mantic information of all categories such as manually de-
signed attributes [20] (e.g., color, shape, and material) or
word vectors [24, 34] corresponding to category names ob-



tained based on free online corpus (e.g., Wikipedia) [2].
However, the performance gap between ZSL and traditional
supervised learning is still very large [2]. One problem
for ZSL approaches is that they ignore the large amount of
freely available web images.

To this end, we tend to propose a new learning scenario
which combines webly supervised learning and zero-shot
learning. To be exact, given a set of fine-grained test cate-
gories which are not associated with any well-labeled train-
ing images, we can crawl web images for test categories
as weak form of supervision and also leverage the well-
labeled images from other fine-grained categories. From
another perspective, when given the entire set of all fine-
grained categories belonging to one category (e.g., 14,000
bird species), we only need to ask experts to label a few
(e.g., 100) fine-grained categories, and then can predict all
the remaining fine-grained categories by virtue of web data.
This learning scenario can be treated as zero-shot learn-
ing with additional noisy web training data for unseen cat-
egories, or learning from web data with additional well-
labeled data from auxiliary categories.

In this learning scenario, we develop our framework as
illustrated in Figure 1, from which it can be seen that we
have a set of test categories without well-labeled training
images and a set of auxiliary categories with well-labeled
training images. Firstly, we crawl noisy web images for test
categories by using their names as queries. Secondly, we
extract deep visual features for all images, i.e., web train-
ing images and well-labeled training images as well as test
images. Thirdly, we extract semantic representations (e.g.,
word vector) for all the categories based on their category
names using the linguistic model trained on free online cor-
pus (e.g., Wikipedia). Finally, we input extracted visual fea-
tures and semantic representations into our learning model
and obtain the prediction results for the test set. As the core
part of our framework, our learning model can tackle the la-
bel noise and domain shift issue of web images, and simul-
taneously transfer the knowledge from auxiliary categories
to test categories. According to our framework, we tend to
alleviate the human annotation burden as much as possible
by virtue of web data. In this sense, “webly supervised” in
our framework actually has double meanings: 1) we crawl
noisy web training images from public websites for test cat-
egories; 2) we use semantic information of all categories ob-
tained based on free online corpus to bridge the gap between
test categories and auxiliary categories. To avoid ambiguity,
in the remainder of this paper, we refer to the test categories
with noisy web training images as weakly-supervised cate-
gories and the auxiliary categories with well-labeled train-
ing images as fully-supervised categories.

The major contributions of this paper are threefold: 1) to
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to propose
the learning scenario for fine-grained image classification

Figure 1: The flowchart of our framework which jointly uti-
lizes both web data and auxiliary categories for fine-grained
image classification.

by jointly utilizing web data and auxiliary categories; 2) in
this learning scenario, we develop a novel learning model,
which unifies WSL and ZSL in one formulation with an
efficient and effective solution; 3) extensive experiments on
three benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness our
proposed framework.

2. Related Work
In this section, we will first introduce some works on

fine-grained image classification by using web data. Then,
we will describe existing ZSL methods. Since we need to
address the domain shift between web images and test im-
ages, domain adaptation will also be briefly discussed.
Learning from Web Data: Learning from web data [21,
29, 32, 31] becomes increasingly popular and many re-
search works have tended to address the label noise and
domain shift issue. To name a few, NEIL in [10] relies on
Multi-Instance Learning (MIL) to mitigate the label noise of
web images. Several domain adaptation approaches were
explored in [3] while a weakly supervised domain gener-
alization approach was proposed in [28]. With the rapid
development of deep learning, there are also several CNN
approaches on learning from web images for image classi-
fication [46, 40, 9, 12, 51, 55]. However, the above works
did not focus on the fine-grained setting.

In terms of utilizing web data for fine-grained image
classification, label noise is removed in [19] using ac-



tive learning, which actually involves human intervention.
In [48], web data together with additional bounding box an-
notations are required. Flickr images are leveraged in [42]
to learn bird classifiers while crowd annotators participate in
collecting the dataset. A more recent work [49] coped with
the label noise and domain issue when utilizing web images.
However, this work requires bounding boxes and part land-
marks, which are not available in our setting. Distinctive
from all the above works, we focus on learning from web
data for fine-grained image classification without strong su-
pervision (e.g., part location and bounding box) or human
intervention when crawling web images.
Zero-Shot Learning: In recent years, abundant Zero-Shot
Learning (ZSL) approaches have been developed [37, 2, 20,
25]. More recently, some transductive or semi-supervised
ZSL methods [47, 18, 22] demonstrated that it is effective
to address the domain shift problem in ZSL by utilizing un-
labeled test instances from unseen categories in the training
phase. Hence, we also adopt a semi-supervised approach in
our framework. Nevertheless, all the above ZSL approaches
ignore the fact that there exist a large amount of freely avail-
able web images we can leverage for fine-grained image
classification. In the contrast, we design a novel framework
which can jointly leverage web images from test categories
and well-labeled images from auxiliary categories.
Domain Adaptation: Domain adaptation methods [26] aim
to address the domain shift issue, that is, to reduce the
domain distribution mismatch between the source domain
(i.e., training set) and the target domain (i.e., test set). There
also exist domain generalization approaches [50, 27, 30]
when the target domain is unseen in the training stage. The
closest related is the work in [15], which reweights training
instances based on MMD. However, the approach in [15] is
not designed for webly supervised fine-grained image clas-
sification with auxiliary categories.

3. Our Formulation
In this paper, for ease of representation, a vector/matrix

is denoted by a lowercase/uppercase letter in boldface. The
transpose of a vector/matrix is denoted by the superscript ′.
Moreover, A−1 is used to denote the inverse matrix of A.
We use I (resp., O) to denote the identity matrix (resp., zero
matrix). Similarly, the vector with all ones is denoted as 1.
We use 〈A,B〉 (resp., A ◦ B) to denote the inner product
(resp., element-wise product) of two matrices.

Recall that the flowchart of our framework has been in-
troduced in Section 1, which is rephrased as follows. Given
a set of test categories (i.e., weakly-supervised categories)
and auxiliary categories (i.e., fully-supervised categories),
we crawl noisy web images for test categories and obtain
word vectors [24, 34] for all the categories. Then, we use
the visual features of web training images and well-labeled
training images as well as the semantic presentations of all

categories as input to our learning model. Moreover, we
also utilize unlabeled test images in the training stage to
address the domain distribution mismatch between web im-
ages and test images as well as the projection domain shift
problem between fully-supervised categories and weakly-
supervised categories in ZSL [47, 18, 22], leading to a semi-
supervised learning model. With our learning model, we
aim to obtain the predicted semantic representations of test
images, which can be used for final category prediction. It is
worth noting that the input and output of our learning model
are specified in Figure 1.

Formally, we denote the visual features of training im-
ages from Ca fully-supervised categories as Xa ∈ Rd×na ,
where d is the dimension of visual feature and na is the
number of training images. Similarly, we denote the vi-
sual features of test images from Ct weakly-supervised cat-
egories as Xt ∈ Rd×nt , where nt is the number of test
images. We assume each category has a m-dim semantic
representation and thus the semantic representation matrix
of fully-supervised (resp., weakly-supervised) categories is
Āa ∈ Rm×Ca (resp., Āt ∈ Rm×Ct ). Then, the se-
mantic representation matrix of well-labeled training data
is Aa ∈ Rm×na with the semantic representation of each
training instance equal to that of its category. Similarly, we
use At ∈ Rm×nt to denote the semantic representation ma-
trix of test data, which needs to be learnt. After learning At,
we can infer the category labels of test data by comparing
At with Āt. Next, we describe how to transfer knowledge
from fully-supervised categories to weakly-supervised cate-
gories as well as how to leverage noisy web training images.

3.1. Knowledge Transfer

In order to transfer the knowledge from fully-
supervised categories to weakly-supervised categories, in-
spired by [18], we learn two visual-semantic dictionaries
Da and Dt ∈ Rd×m separately for fully-supervised cat-
egories and weakly-supervised categories while enforcing
Da and Dt to be consistent to certain degree based on a co-
regularizer ‖Dt−Da‖2F . We opt for dictionary learning ap-
proach because it lays the foundation for unifying WSL and
ZSL elegantly. Specifically, the visual-semantic dictionary
Da (resp., Dt) is used to map from semantic representation
space to visual feature space by minimizing the mapping er-
ror ‖Xa −DaAa‖2F (resp., ‖Xt −DtAt‖2F ). The transfer
process can be divided into two stages. In the first stage, we
learn the dictionary of fully-supervised categories as

min
Da

1

2
‖Xa −DaAa‖2F +

1

2
‖Da‖2F , (1)

which is the same as in [18]. In the second stage, we min-
imize the mapping error ‖Xt−DtAt‖2F on the test images
and enforce Dt to be close to Da by using ‖Dt−Da‖2F .
Additionally, considering that the semantic representations



of the test instances from the same category should be simi-
lar with each other, we expect At to be low-rank. Thus, we
introduce a novel nuclear norm [36] (convex approximation
of rank function) regularizer ‖At‖∗, to enforce the seman-
tic representation matrix of test data to be low-rank. Then,
the formulation in the second stage can be written as

min
Dt,At

1

2
‖Xt−DtAt‖2F +

λ1
2
‖Dt−Da‖2F +λ2‖At‖∗, (2)

in which λ1 and λ2 are trade-off parameters. In the next
section, we will extend (2) to leverage noisy web images.

3.2. Utilizing Noisy Web Images

Besides well-labeled training set Xa and test set Xt,
we crawl web images using Ct weakly-supervised category
names as queries to construct the web training set with vi-
sual features Xw ∈ Rd×nw , where nw is the number of
web training images. In analogy to Aa, the semantic repre-
sentation matrix of web data is denoted as Aw ∈ Rm×nw

with the semantic representation of each web training in-
stance equal to that of its pseudo category (the label may
be inaccurate). Since web images and test images come
from the same set of weakly-supervised categories, we ap-
ply the same dictionary Dt to the web images and minimize
the mapping error ‖Xw − DtAw‖2F . Recall that we need
to account for two issues when learning from web images:
the label noise of web images and the domain shift between
web images and test images.

To suppress the label noise of web images, we replace
the mapping error, i.e., Frobenius norm ‖Xw −DtAw‖2F ,
with L2,1 norm ‖Xw − DtAw‖2,1, which is also referred
to as group-lasso regularizer [52]. After employing group-
lasso regularizer, Xw − DtAw is expected to be column-
sparse and the columns with non-zero entries correspond to
the outliers, which is granted the larger error tolerance. In
this way, we can learn a more robust dictionary Dt on the
weakly-supervised categories.

To address the domain distribution mismatch between
web images (i.e., Xw) and test images (i.e., Xt), we em-
ploy an Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [15] based
regularizer ‖ 1

nwXwθ− 1
ntX

t1‖2 with weight vector θ to be
learnt. The idea of MMD-based regularizer is to reduce the
distance between the center of weighted web images (i.e.,
1
nwXwθ) and the center of test images (i.e., 1

ntX
t1) by as-

signing higher weights on the web images which are closer
to the center of test images.

To take full advantage of the weight vector θ, we ex-
pect to assign higher weights to the web training images
with not only closer distribution to the center of test im-
ages, but also relatively accurate labels. Therefore, be-
sides the MMD-based regularizer ‖ 1

nwXwθ − 1
ntX

t1‖2,
we also add the weights θ in the group-lasso regularizer
‖(Xw−DtAw)Θ‖2,1, in which Θ is a diagonal matrix with
θ being its diagonal. In this case, lower weights are prone

to be assigned to the columns of Xw−DtAw with non-
zero entries, which correspond to the outliers. By using the
importance weight vector θ in two regularizers, we collabo-
ratively deal with the label noise issue and the domain shift
issue, different from most previous works which usually ad-
dress these two issues separately.

From another point of view, since the dictionary Dt used
in ‖(Xw−DtAw)Θ‖2,1 is enforced to be close to the dictio-
nary Da of auxiliary categories, we actually leverage auxil-
iary categories to help tackle the label noise of web images.
To this end, we extend (2) to the following problem:

min
Dt,At,θ

1

2
‖Xt−DtAt‖2F +

λ1
2
‖Dt−Da‖2F +λ2‖At‖∗

+
λ3
2
‖ 1

nw
Xwθ− 1

nt
Xt1‖2+λ4‖(Xw−DtAw)Θ‖2,1, (3)

s.t. 1′θ = nw, 0 ≤ θ ≤ b1, (4)

where λ3, λ4, and b are trade-off parameters. Note that we
regulate θ using a sum constraint and a box constraint in
(4), in which b is the upper bound of importance weights.

4. Optimization
In the first stage, the problem in (1) has a close-form so-

lution Da = XaAa′(AaAa′ + I)−1. In the second stage,
the problem in (3) is to hard to solve due to the group lasso
regularizer and low-rank regularizer, so we develop a novel
solution based on inexact Augmented Lagrange Multiplier
(ALM) [5]. For ease of optimization, we introduce interme-
diate variable Ew (resp., Zt) to replace (Xw − DtAw)Θ
(resp., At in ‖At‖∗) in (3). Then, the problem in (3) can be
rewritten as

min
Dt,At,θ

1

2
‖Xt−DtAt‖2F +

λ1
2
‖Dt−Da‖2F +λ2‖Zt‖∗

+
λ3
2
‖ 1

nw
Xwθ− 1

nt
Xt1‖2+λ4‖Ew‖2,1, (5)

s.t. 1′θ = nw, 0 ≤ θ ≤ b1,
Ew = (Xw −DtAw)Θ, Zt = At.

Then, we aim to minimize the following augmented La-
grangian function:

LDt,At,Zt

Ew,θ∈S
=

1

2
‖Xt−DtAt‖2F +

λ1
2
‖Dt−Da‖2F +λ2‖Zt‖∗

+
λ3
2
‖ 1

nw
Xwθ − 1

nt
Xt1‖2 + λ4‖Ew‖2,1

+
µ

2
‖Ew−(Xw−DtAw)Θ‖2F +

〈
R,Ew−(Xw−DtAw)Θ

〉
+
µ

2
‖At − Zt‖2F +

〈
T,At − Zt

〉
, (6)

in which S = {θ|1′θ = nw,0 ≤ θ ≤ b1}, µ is a penalty
parameter, and {R,T} are Lagrangian multipliers. We
update the variables {Ew,Zt,Dt,At,θ}, the Lagrangian
multipliers {R,T}, and the penalty parameter η iteratively



Algorithm 1 Solving (5) with inexact ALM

1: Input: Xa,Aa,Xw,Aw,Xt,Da.
2: Initialize R = O, T = O, θ = 1, Dt = Da, ρ = 0.1,
µ = 0.1, µmax = 106, ν = 10−5, Niter = 106.

3: for t = 1 : Niter do
4: Update Ew by using (7).
5: Update Zt by using (9).
6: Update Dt by using (11).
7: Update At by using (12).
8: Update θ by solving (15).
9: Update R by R = R +µ(Ew− (Xw−DtAw)Θ).

10: Update T by T = T + µ(At − Zt).
11: Update the parameter µ by µ=min(µmax, (1+ρ)µ).
12: Break if ‖Ew−(Xw−DtAw)Θ‖∞ < ν and ‖At−

Zt‖∞ < ν.
13: end for
14: Output: At.

until the termination criterion is met. Updating the La-
grangian multipliers and µ is trivial, which can be found
in Algorithm 1. In the following, we will describe how to
update Ew,Zt, Dt, At, and θ one by one.
Update Ew: The subproblem of (6) w.r.t. Ew is as follows,

min
Ew

λ4‖Ew‖2,1 +
µ

2
‖Ew −

(
(Xw −DtAw)Θ− R

µ

)
‖2F ,

which has a close-form solution [23]. Specifically, by de-
noting Q = (Xw −DtAw)Θ− R

µ , if the optimal solution
w.r.t. Ew is Ew∗, then the i-th column of Ew∗ is

Ew∗(:, i) =

‖qi‖2−
λ4
µ

‖qi‖2 qi, if λ4

µ < ‖qi‖2,
0, otherwise,

(7)

where qi is the i-th column of Q and ‖qi‖2 is the L2 norm
of qi.
Update Zt: The subproblem of (6) w.r.t. Zt is as follows,

min
Zt

λ2‖Zt‖∗ +
µ

2
‖Zt − (At +

T

µ
)‖2F , (8)

which can be solved by using the Singular Value Threshold
(SVT) method [6]. By denoting M = At + T

µ and the
rank of M as r, the singular value decomposition of M can
be represented as M = UΣV′, where U ∈ Rm×r,V ∈
Rr×nt , and Σ = Rr×r is a diagonal matrix with diagonal
entries being the singular values of M. Then, the solution
w.r.t. Zt can be obtained as follows,

Zt = UD(Σ)V′, (9)

where D(Σ) is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal being
{(σi − λ2

µ )+|ri=1}, in which σi is the i-th diagonal entry
of Σ and (·)+ is a thresholding operator by assigning the
negative entries to zeros.
Update Dt: The subproblem of (6) w.r.t. Dt is as follows,

min
Dt

1

2
‖Xt −DtAt‖2F +

λ1
2
‖Dt −Da‖2F (10)

+
µ

2
‖Ew−(Xw−DtAw)Θ‖2F +

〈
R,Ew−(Xw−DtAw)Θ

〉
.

By setting the derivative of (10) w.r.t. Dt as zeros, we can
obtain the close-form solution to Dt as

Dt =
(
XtAt′ + λ1D

a + (µXwΘ− µEw −R)Θ′Aw′
)

(
AtAt′ + µAwΘΘ′Aw′ + λ1I

)−1
. (11)

Update At: The subproblem of (6) w.r.t. At is as follows,

min
At

1

2
‖Xt −DtAt‖2F +

µ

2
‖At − Zt‖2F +

〈
T,At − Zt

〉
,

which also has a close-form solution:

At =
(
Dt′Dt + µI

)−1
(Dt′Xt + µZt −T). (12)

Update θ: The subproblem of (6) w.r.t. θ is as follows,

min
θ∈S

λ3
2
‖ 1

nw
Xwθ− 1

nt
Xt1‖2+

µ

2
‖Ew−(Xw−DtAw)Θ‖2F

+
〈
R,Ew − (Xw −DtAw)Θ

〉
. (13)

After omitting the constant terms without θ, the problem in
(13) can be converted to

min
θ∈S

λ3

2(nw)
2 θ
′Xw′Xwθ − λ3

nwnt
θ′Xw′Xt1

+
µ

2
θ′P̄θ − µθ′p̂− θ′r̂, (14)

in which P̄ is a diagonal matrix sharing the same diagonal
with (Xw − DtAw)′(Xw − DtAw), p̂ is the diagonal of
(Xw −DtAw)′Ew, and r̂ = (R ◦ (Xw −DtAw))′1. The
problem in (14) can be further simplified as

min
θ∈S

1

2
θ′Hθ − f ′θ, (15)

in which H = λ3

(nw)2
Xw′Xw + µP̄ and f = λ3

nwntX
w′Xt1

+ µp̂ + r̂. The problem in (15) is a quadratic programming
(QP) problem which can be solved by using existing QP
solvers (e.g., Mosek). However, it is very time-consuming
to use existing QP solvers, so we develop our own Sequen-
tial Minimal Optimization (SMO) [35] based algorithm to
solve (15), which is much more efficient than those off-the-
shelf QP solvers.

The whole algorithm using inexact ALM is summarized
in Algorithm 1. Based on our experimental observation,
the algorithm usually converges within 50 iterations. After
obtaining the semantic representations of test images At,
given the semantic representation matrix of test categories
Āt, we adopt nearest neighbour (NN) classifier for final
prediction, following the strategy in [18]. Specifically, we
compare the semantic representation of each test instance
(i.e., each column in At) with that of each test category
(i.e., each column in Āt), and label each test instance with
the nearest test category.



5. Experiments

In this section, we evaluate our method on three bench-
mark datasets with ablation study. Moreover, we con-
duct additional experiments under the generalized setting
in which the test instances may come from both fully-
supervised and weakly-supervised categories.

5.1. Fine-grained Image Classification

Datasets: We conduct experiments on the following three
popular benchmark datasets which are commonly used for
zero-shot learning (ZSL) tasks, since our learning scenario
can be treated as ZSL with additional web training images
for unseen categories, as mentioned in Section 1.
1) CUB [43]: Caltech-UCSD Bird (CUB) has in total
11, 788 images from 200 bird species. Following [1], we
use the standard train-test split with 150 fully-supervised
(resp., 50 weakly-supervised) categories.
2) SUN [45]: Scene UNderstanding (SUN) attribute dataset
has 20 images in each scene category. Following [16], we
use the standard train-test split with 707 fully-supervised
(resp., 10 weakly-supervised) categories.
3) Dogs [17]: Stanford Dogs dataset has 19, 501 images
from 113 dog breeds. We follow the provided train-test
split in [2], i.e., 85 fully-supervised (resp., 28 weakly-
supervised) categories.
4) Flickr image dataset: We construct the web training
set by ourselves. Particularly, for each benchmark dataset
(i.e., CUB, SUN, and Dogs), we use the names of weakly-
supervised categories as queries to collect the top ranked
100 images from Flickr website for each category after per-
forming PCA based near-duplicate removal [54].
Features: We extract visual features for all the images and
semantic representations for all the categories, which will
be detailed next.
1) Visual features: For each image, we use 4, 096-dim out-
put of the 6-th layer of the pretrained VGG [39] model as
its visual feature.
2) Semantic representations: We exploit two types of word
vectors Word2Vec [24] and GloVe [34], in which each
word can be represented as a real-valued vector. We train
Word2Vec and GloVe language models based on the latest
Wikipedia corpus, with the word vector dimension being
400. Then, we concatenate the word vectors correspond-
ing to each category name from Word2Vec and GloVe as its
semantic representation, leading to an 800-dim vector for
each category. For those category names with more than
one word, we average the semantic representations corre-
sponding to all words within the category name as its final
semantic representation.
Baselines: We compare with four sets of baselines: ZSL
baselines, WSL baselines, domain adaptation (DA) base-
lines, and the combo baseline. Among these baselines, ZSL

Table 1: Accuracies (%) of different methods on three
datasets. The best results are highlighted in boldface.

Dataset CUB SUN Dogs Avg
LR 68.39 62.50 77.67 69.52

KMM 70.54 64.00 79.16 71.23
GFK 70.37 62.50 79.51 70.79
SA 68.67 63.00 80.18 70.62

TCA 68.56 63.00 80.22 70.59
CORAL 69.04 63.50 80.37 70.97

NEIL 69.08 63.00 80.16 70.74
Bergamo and Torresani 70.13 64.00 78.64 70.93

WSDG 70.61 66.00 80.20 72.27
Sukhbaatar et al. 70.47 64.50 81.15 72.04

Xiao et al. 70.92 65.50 81.67 72.69
ESZSL 38.08 65.00 37.21 46.77
LatEm 35.15 66.50 35.99 45.88

SJE 42.65 71.50 34.85 49.67
DAP/IAP 28.91 57.50 33.15 39.85

Changpinyo et al. 41.83 72.00 39.91 51.25
Li et al. 32.36 72.50 43.15 49.34

Kodirov et al. 47.53 71.00 47.32 55.28
Zhang and Saligrama 44.08 76.50 48.09 56.23

Xu et al. 45.72 71.50 39.85 52.36
Shojaee and Baghshah 46.68 71.00 48.82 55.50

WSL+ZSL 72.21 78.50 81.90 77.53
Ours WSL 69.42 65.50 80.43 71.78
Ours ZSL 47.94 71.50 47.70 55.71
Ours sim1 72.72 83.50 85.04 80.42
Ours sim2 76.00 79.50 83.75 79.75

Ours 76.47 84.50 85.16 82.04

baselines cannot utilize web images while DA/WSL base-
lines cannot utilize auxiliary categories. Besides, as far
as we are concerned, there is no existing method that can
jointly utilize web data and auxiliary categories, so we com-
bine the most competitive ZSL and DA/WSL baselines by
simply averaging their test decision values. Intuitively, the
strongest baseline should be the combo baseline, since it
can utilize both web images and auxiliary categories.

For ZSL baselines, we include the standard ZSL meth-
ods ESZSL [37], LatEm [44], SJE [2], DAP/IAP [20],
Changpinyo et al. [7], and transductive/semi-supervised
ZSL methods Li et al. [22], Kodirov et al. [18], Zhang and
Saligrama [53], Xu et al. [47], Shojaee and Baghshah [38]
as baselines. The difference between standard ZSL and
transductive/semi-supervised ZSL lies in whether to utilize
unlabeled test data in the training stage.

For DA baselines, we compare with the following ap-
proaches: KMM [15], GFK [14], SA [13], TCA [33], and
CORAL [41]. The web training images (resp., test images)
are treated as the source (resp., target) domain.

For WSL baselines, we compare with NEIL [10], Berg-
amo and Torresani [3], WSDG [28], sukhbaatar et al. [40],



and Xiao et al. [46]. Note that Xiao et al. [46] utilizes man-
ually cleaned web data when computing confusion matrix
and training network, which is not applicable in our sce-
nario. Thus, for fair comparison, we evaluate [46] without
using manually cleaned web data and estimate the confu-
sion matrix based on semantic representations.

For combo baseline, we average the test decision values
from the most competitive WSL baseline (i.e., Xiao et al.)
and ZSL baseline (i.e., Zhang and Saligrama) in Table 1 for
comparison, which is referred to as WSL+ZSL.

We also include one basic baseline LR, which simply
learns a linear regressor based on web training images. In
order to valid the WSL and ZSL components in our formu-
lation (3), we report the results of our two special cases. To
be exact, we remove the regularizer related to knowledge
transfer (i.e., ‖Dt − Da‖2F ) by setting λ1 as 0, and refer
to this special case as Ours WSL. Similarly, we remove the
regularizers related to web data (i.e., ‖ 1

nwXwθ− 1
ntX

t1‖2
and ‖(Xw−DtAw)Θ‖2,1) by setting λ3 and λ4 as 0, and re-
fer to this special case as Ours ZSL. In order to validate the
regularizers used in our formulation (3), we further compare
with our two simplified versions. In particular, we remove
the regularizer ‖At‖∗ (resp., ‖ 1

nwXwθ− 1
ntX

t1‖2) in (3)
by setting λ2 (resp., λ3) as 0 and refer to this simplified ver-
sion as Ours sim1 (resp., Ours sim2). For all the methods,
we use multi-class accuracy for performance evaluation.
Parameters: Our method has trade-off parameters b, λ1,
λ2, λ3, and λ4 in (3), which are determined by cross-
validation. Specifically, following the cross-validation strat-
egy used in [38], we choose the first Cc categories based
on the default category indices from Ca fully-supervised
categories as validation categories, in which Cc satisfies
Cc

Ca = Ct

Ca+Ct . Note that we need to additionally crawl
web images and extract their visual features for validation
categories. In the validation stage, we use Ca − Cc cat-
egories as fully-supervised categories and Cc categories
as weakly-supervised categories. Then, we determine the
optimal trade-off parameters based on the validation per-
formance through random search [4] within certain range.
Particularly, the parameters λ1, λ2, λ3, and λ4 are empiri-
cally searched within the range [10−3, 10−2, . . . , 103], and
the parameter b is empirically searched within the range
[1.5, 2.0, . . . , 5.0].
Experimental Results: The experimental results of all
methods are reported in Table 1, based on which we have
the following observations:
1) The DA and WSL baselines outperform LR, which indi-
cates the benefits of addressing domain shift or label noise.
The ZSL baselines are worse than DA/WSL baselines on
CUB and Dogs datasets, but generally better on the SUN
dataset. The inconsistent superiority of ZSL or DA/WSL
baselines highly depends on the purity of web images as
well as the relation between auxiliary and test categories.

2) Our method performs much better than Ours WSL and
Ours ZSL, which shows the advantage of unifying WSL
and ZSL. Our method also outperforms Ours sim1 and
Ours sim2, which validates the effectiveness of our low-
rank and MMD-based regularizer.
3) Note that the focus of this paper is introducing a new
learning scenario for fine-grained image classification with
both web data and auxiliary categories, instead of proposing
a state-of-the-art WSL or ZSL approach. Therefore, there is
no guarantee that Ours WSL (resp., Ours ZSL) can outper-
form all WSL (resp., ZSL) baselines. However, when using
both web data and auxiliary categories, our method yields
significant improvement over the strongest combo baseline
WSL+ZSL, which demonstrates that a naive combination
cannot take full advantage of both web data and auxiliary
categories. In the contrast, we unify ZSL and WSL co-
herently in one formulation, which greatly facilitates fine-
grained image classification.
Utilizing More Web Images: Since we only utilize 100
web training images for each weakly-supervised category,
it is interesting to explore whether the performance will
increase with more web training images. We study the
variation of performance w.r.t. different numbers of web
training images. In particular, we crawl various numbers
of web images for each weakly-supervised category (i.e.,
[100, 200, . . . , 1000]) to construct the web training set and
keep the remaining experimental settings unchanged. The
accuracies with various numbers of web training images
on three datasets are reported in Figure 2, from which we
observe that for the CUB and Dogs dataset, the accuracy
increases as the number of web training images increases
within certain range. However, for the SUN dataset, the
accuracy drops dramatically when the number of web train-
ing images increases. This is possibly because that scene
name is more ambiguous than the dog/bird name. Further-
more, the fine-grained scene categories in the SUN datasets
are associated with additional “in door” or “out door” la-
bel, making it even harder to crawl the semantically correct
web images.
Qualitative Analysis of Learnt Weights θ: Based on our
formulation (3), higher weights are expected to be assigned
to the web training images with closer distribution to the
center of test images and relatively accurate labels. So the
web images with higher (resp., lower) weights are prone
to be non-outliers (resp., outliers). By taking the Dogs
dataset as an example, we rank the web training images
based on the learnt θ, and show the web images with 5
highest weights and 5 lowest weights in Figure 3, in which
the numbers below images are their corresponding weights
within the range [0, 1.5] since the cross validated b on the
Dogs dataset is 1.5. From Figure 3, we observe that the top
row of images with highest weights have accurate labels.
Moreover, the dog occupies the large center of the entire



Figure 2: The performance variation of our method w.r.t.
different numbers of web training images per category.

(a) 1.46 (b) 1.46 (c) 1.35 (d) 1.35 (e) 1.34

(f) 0.75 (g) 0.75 (h) 0.75 (i) 0.74 (j) 0.72

Figure 3: The web images in the top (resp., bottom) row are
associated with 5 highest (resp., lowest) weights based on
the learnt weight vector θ.

Table 2: Accuracies (%) of different methods on three
datasets under the generalized setting. The best results are
highlighted in boldface.

Dataset CUB SUN Dogs Avg
LR mix 55.27 32.03 53.74 47.01

WSL+LR 57.60 35.11 55.13 49.28
Chao et al. 25.75 20.77 31.53 26.02

Ours 59.60 36.00 65.89 53.83

image, visually resembling the test images, which implies
close data distribution between these web images and test
images. In the contrast, the web images in the bottom row
are quite noisy. We have similar observations on the other
two datasets.

5.2. Extension to Generalized Setting

In some real-world applications, the test instances are
likely to come from both fully-supervised categories and
weakly-supervised categories. For example, given the en-
tire set of all fine-grained categories belonging to one cat-
egory (e.g., 14,000 bird species), we annotate a few (e.g.,
100) fine-grained categories and crawl web images for

the remaining fine-grained categories. With our learning
model, we hope to predict the test images which may come
from any fine-grained category. Excluding web training
images, this setting reduces to the generalized Zero-Shot
Learning (ZSL) setting [8], in which the test samples may
come from both seen and unseen categories. In order to val-
idate the effectiveness of our method in the generalized set-
ting, we additionally conduct experiments with the test set
as the mixture of fully-supervised categories and weakly-
supervised categories. Note that for the generalized setting,
our method in (3) can be readily applied with a little abu-
sively used dictionary Dt in ‖Xt − DtAt‖2F for all cate-
gories instead of only weakly-supervised categories. After
obtaining At, we use nearest neighbour (NN) classifier to
label test instances based on At and Ā = [Āa, Āt], simi-
larly as in Section 4. Following the setting in [8], we move
20% of the training instances from each fully-supervised
category to the test set so that the new test set consists
of the instances from both fully-supervised and weakly-
supervised categories. Therefore, the new test set of CUB
(resp., SUN and Dogs) contains in total 200 (resp., 717 and
113) categories.

For baselines, we compare our method with basic linear
regression which learns a linear regressor for each fully-
supervised or weakly-supervised category, which is referred
to as LR mix in Table 2. We also compare with WSL+LR
which uses Xiao et al. [46] for weakly-supervised cate-
gories and linear regressor for fully-supervised categories,
considering that Xiao et al. [46] is the most competitive
WSL baseline as reported in Table 1. Moreover, we include
generalized ZSL method in [8] as a baseline, which claimed
to achieve the state-of-the-art performance under the gener-
alized ZSL setting [8].

The experimental results under the generalized setting
are summarized in Table 2, from which we observe that
the results suffer from significant drop when compared
with those reported in Table 1. However, our method still
achieves the best results on three datasets, which demon-
strates the effectiveness of our method under the general-
ized setting.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new learning scenario,
i.e., fine-grained image classification by jointly utilizing
web data and auxiliary labeled categories. The superior-
ity of our proposed framework has been demonstrated by
comprehensive experiments.
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